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ernest JJ turnertumer

slowly code of silence is being broken
by ernest J turner
director alaskaalaka native
alcoholism recovery center

editors note this isis the last inin a
series ofarticles based on a thesis A
cultural relevant curriculum inin the
education ofalcoholof alcohol and drug abuse
counselors working with alaska
natives by ernestemest J turner turnertumer
an athabascanfromathalxuconfromAthabascan from holyroo cross isis the
director of the alaska native alcohol-
ism recovery center inits anchorage

den nena henashbenash
our land speaks

OPINION
A proposed solution

As a disease alcoholism isis con
sideredridered to be a treatable entity but
unlike organism caused diseases
against which we can usually vaccinate
or immunize there is no known cure

As stated earlier treatment ap-
proachespro aches vary from program to pro-
gram most of the successful programs
support the AA 12 step approach to
recovery others use a variety of

W
spirituali r igualitual approaches including
nativisticat ovisticivistic christian religions or a
combination of both

recovery depends on one factor a
willingness to turn the disease over to
a higher power successful recovery
requires a personality change or a
spiritual experience shifting from
I1 user to abstainer on a permanent
basis

toxpehencelbixpelienbe a spitifcajspftifual change or
transformation for some natives
means to find a connection with a
power associated with their origin of
birth they feel that by observing the
traditional spiritual customs they will
identify the power of their heritage inin
a traditional and more disciplined
sense

an unknown author wrote the
following A student of a great
philosopherhilo sopher once asked if I1 were to
becomegecome
become wise I1 beg of you master
tell me of the subject I1 should study
the master replied to become wise
the greatest subject you should study
isis yourself should you do this well
then return and ask what now must
I1 study I1 would repeat thyself

if knowledge is a derivativedenva tive of ex-
perienceperi ence it should be apparent that
whatever knowledge we might have
regarding ourselves would be the sum
of ourout past the purpose isis to find out
precisely how we can come to know
the truth about ourselves in relation to
our customs

perhaps its this truth that will pro-
vide the power to set us free from the
disease of alcoholism

AA people claim their program is
very simple and crosses all cultural
barriers to recover one has to ac-
cept being powerless over alcohol

if theft individual can successfully
acknowledge his orof her ooweriessnesspowerlewpowerpowerleyleW
then the solution would beb in finding
a power greater than himself or
herself

the power could come from
whatever ones belief is in order to
experience the power or0 the spiritualtspirituil
awakening one must thenworkthen work on
the programs action steps considered
to be steps four through 10

in vevery simple terminology the purPUPp6wvanyposer of any alcoholism treatment
center is to treat the disease of
alcoholism to do this the counselor
must

gather data relevant to the clients
condition

abe9bebe able to accurately assess the
data to establish the major
complications

determine the clients immediate
treatment needs and longtermlong termtem goalskoals

beebe able to get feedbackfromfeedback from the
client concerning progression
culminating into a diagnosis

from this perspective we kuildanbuildanbuilbuilddanan
individual treatment plan but it is not
always that basic the founders of
alcoholics anonymous Jedescribescribe
alcohol as cunning baffling and
powerful

native alcoholics inin recovery and
professionals involved in treatment
would wholeheartedly agree more
and more the counselors and their
clients are seeking other healing
methods and many more people are
trying various techniques to achieve
good health

A culture relevant curriculum must
give consideration to the entire scope
of the problem consequences
arguments confusion and others the
curriculum must establish a solid foun-
dation from which to start it must
recognize alcoholism to be a physical
disease with cultural psychological
moral and cognitive complications

although the prerequisite inin
developing the curriculum must center
on the disease factor it also must
recognize the need to address the
cultural complications

natives generally believed inin
holistic healing methods therefore a
culturally relevant curriculum must
take a holistic approach As fritjoefntjogfritjog
capra wrote inin the turning point
in 1982 in a somewhat narrow
sense holism inin medicine means that
ththe au4uhumanmanm4n organism ip seep ASjis aadivajiv
ing system whose components areari al y
interconnected and interdependent

in a broader sense the holistic
view recognizes also that this system
isis an integral part of larger systems
which implies that the individual
organism is inin continual interaction
with its physical and social environ-
ment that it is constantly affected by
the environmentenvirordnent but can also act on it
and modify it

modem scientific thought isis
leading to a view of reality that comes
very close to the views of mystics and
of the many traditional cultures in
which knowledge of the human mind
and body and the practice of healing
are integral parts of natural philosophy
and of spiritual discipline A holistic
approach to health and healing will
therefore be in harmonywithharmonyharmo ny withw11mth many
traditional viewsviews as well as consistent
with modem scientific theories

in the alaska native traditional
culture the origin of illness and the
process of healing have been closely
associated with forces bebelonginglongin to the
spiritspin world therefore primitive
ideas about disease and recovery are
intimately linked to the persons
socialculturalsocial cultural environment

according to capra shamanistic
healing rituals often have the function
of raising the unconscious conflicts
and resistances to a conscious level
wherewhen they can develop freely and find
resolution

similar insights may be seen in a
study of different religious groups I11
am convinced that using traditional
culture in treatment along with con-
ventionalvventional methodsneWsir will bring a power-
ful force inta the healingheaIng process

1it
there are other approaches to assureassum

cultural relevant councounseling the most
extensively used approacha is to active-
ly recruit counstounscounselinging staff from the
ranks of recovering native alcoholicsalcoholimalcoholalcoholismim

theile primary reason for exploring
this manpower source is13 the relative
lack bf social distance between

torsolvetfetosolveTo solve taet4e
problems we db not
need more westernwesfernw6srein
technologyt6chribldav wee
need a sosoundund foun-
dation fromwhichfrom which
t6beglnto trainingtreltr6lining
counselors to un-
derstandderstand clients

counselor and client the question
most often asked when exercising this
method is how can you use the
blind to lead the blind

the most obvious answer isis that the
native counselor can communicate
with the native client at a deep enough
level to convey both understanding and
acceptance of the clients situation
the ability of counselors to function
effectively isis highly dependent on their
personal biases experiences and
education

the curriculum must recognize
understand and accept the difference
in each of the tribes and in each of the
generations of alaska natives

it must take into consideration the
primitive generation as the native who
speaks his or her native language on-
lyI1y rar8recognizescizesnizes the medicine man in the
highestqbegtp0steeffirracilcesthpfcsteeift practicesthcettradi-
tional

ridi
customs and cultureculturicolturi in daily

activities
it must accept the traditionalnontraditionalnon

generation as the native who does not
speak the nattivenattile language does not
understand the traditional practices
does not participate inin traditional
customs at all

the cuffcurriculumiculum also must view the
majority as a mixture of both

the progress isis slow in defining ac-
ceptableceptable community standards inin
regard to alcohol use this isis consis-
tent with how proprogressgresl isis made at the
village level

the state authority for local control
is erratic as well government
authorities do not even want to
recognize natives as a sovereign
group but in respect to the use of
alcohol the state expects the com-
munity to carry the burden of
responsibility

the curriculum must take into ac-
count all of the conflicts between laws
controlling alcohol use and laws con
trolling the native way of life

training
my understanding of and experience

with formal and informal alcohol and
drug abuse curricula in trainingtrai nine in-
stitutions suggests that consideration
ofcultural differences is rarely part of
the curriculum at the present time
there is no identified alcoholism cur-
riculumricuriculumlurn in the anchorage area

perhaps alcohol educators do not
believe there is sufficient evidence to
warrant special education on culture
often the distance is increased by
courses in an abnormal psychology
study which for the most part view
natives as willful incongruous peo-
ple rather than culturally different

if this is realistic can this social
distance be reduced

Folfollowingfollowinsollowinlowin are some recommended
inclusions intointo a curriculum which
maymy contribute to the advancement of
cultural relevant training

purpose to strengthen clinical
skills among alaska native alcoholism
and substance abuse providers

goals
formulate an understanding of the

distinction and progression of
alcoholism and substance abuse as a
disease

be knowledgeable about evaluation
criteria and instruments used in the
diagnosis of alcohol and drug abuse

gainegainagain an ability to do intervention
and motivational techniques and learn
how to maximize the use of referral
options

leamlearn to construct a realistic and
practical plan in providing treatment
and aftercareafter care

examine burnout frustrations and
obstacles counselors experience in
treating alcoholics and substance
abbetatmsersabuet stpdgrdard sparniparniarnaarn to use preventive
techniques

eDevedeveloplop effective communication
skills through listening and under-
standing the clients world view feel-
ings ideas and concepts

develop an awareness and ap-
preciation of native culture to promote
understanding among people of dif-
ferent cultures

in conclusion we can see that the
deepest roots of our current crisis lie
in the pattern of destruction by a
chenchemicalacaldcal ethanol much like the re-
cent oil spill it is destructive not on-
ly to the external environment but also
to our internal development to solve
the crisis we do not need more
western technology we need a sound
foundation from which to begin train-
ing counselors to understand the
clients

we know that to recover from any
disease requires a desire to get well
yet one of the striking characteristics
of the current situation is the extent to
which some of the people have seen
an entire way of life threatened beyond
repair

there is no doubtdoubt that alcoholism is
the most significant and urgent health
problem facing alaska natives today
probably no other condition is so
detrimental to the quality of native
life

because of relatively short exposure
to alcohol use natives are still uncer-
tain and ambivalent about how to react
to the consequences of the disease
this uncertainty is a key point which
is relevant to contemporary attitudes

alcoholism is still not seen as pro-
blematicblematic by many professionals
native villages or by natives
themselves family standards about
acceptable and unacceptable drinking
practices are still vague and
inconsistent

the younger generation growing up
in the current environment receivesreceives

continued on pagePSQ SIX



breaking alcohols cycle
continued from page five

mixed messages about appropriateness
of drinking many native leaders see
alcoholism as a problem for the in
dividual and his family but not the
community

slowly the code of silence isis being
babkenbrbkenbr6ken and people themselves are
beginning to talk exploring ways to
break the cycle some agree on the
need to develop policy and procedures
to confront the disease of alcoholism
by using the strength of their culture

but they say we must also look at
the powerful influence otof authority by
government policies to see how this
may have contributed to alcoholism
the procedures may help to engage
heirtheir own authority and customs to em

power themselves culturally and
spiritually the movement is born otof
pain

this brief overview has not explored
the dynamics otof change village
culture has shown considerable per
sistence and resilience retention of

land adverse impacts from develop-
ment on the environment and wildlife
and subsistence are vital concerns

to find solutions simply by recap-
turing the essence of ancient ex-
perienceperi ence will require profound wisdom
and in depth creative insight

As nonmedicalnon medical health profes-
sionalssionals we have been able to improve
the status of our lives and are an in-
creasing influence in treating the
native alcoholics and drug addicts it
is our responsibility to continually look
for ways to improve the quality of
treatment we hope to accomplish this
by developing an environmentally and
culturally appropriate training system

we know the most important force
ol01of all in this endeavor is to
acknowledge the grassroots in-
dividualsdivi duals most of our efforts are
directed at the exploration of alter-
native approaches including promo-
tion of cultural and spiritual identity
combined with recognition of personal
responsibility of the individuals
potential for self healingheating


